Vibrational Energy Transfer from Heme through Atomic Contacts in Proteins.
A pathway of vibrational energy flow in myoglobin was studied by time-resolved anti-Stokes ultraviolet resonance Raman spectroscopy combined with site-directed mutagenesis. Our previous study suggested that atomic contacts in proteins provide the dominant pathway for energy transfer while covalent bonds do not. In the present study, we directly examined the contributions of covalent bonds and atomic contacts to the pathway of vibrational energy flow by comparing the anti-Stokes resonance Raman spectra of two myoglobin mutants: one lacked a covalent bond between heme and the polypeptide chain, and the other retained the intact bond. The two mutants showed no significant difference in temporal changes in the anti-Stokes Raman intensities of the tryptophan bands, implying that the dominant channel of vibrational energy transfer is not through the covalent bond but rather through van der Waals atomic contacts between heme and the protein moiety. The obtained insights contribute to our general understanding of energy transfer in the condensed phase.